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VACUUM STATES AND GLOBAL STABILITY OF RAREFACTION 
WAVES FOR COMPRESSIBLE FLOW* 

GUI-QIANG CHENt 

Abstract. The global stability of rarefaction waves in a broad class of entropy solutions in L00 

containing vacuum states is proved for the compressible Euler equations for both one-dimensional 
isentropic and non-isentropic fluids. Rarefaction waves are the unique case that produces the vacuum 
states late time in the Riemann solutions when the Riemann initial data are away from the vacuum. 
Such rarefaction waves are also shown to be global attractors of entropy solutions in L00 with the 
vacuum whose initial data are an L00 n L1 perturbation of those of the rarefaction waves. Since the 
instability of solutions containing the vacuum states for the compressible Navier-Stokes equations, 
some techniques are presented to estimate a lower bound of the density for multidimensional viscous 
non-isentropic fluids with spherical symmetry between a solid core and a free boundary connected to 
a surrounding vacuum state. Our analysis works for the solutions with arbitrarily large oscillation. 
In particular, no assumption of small oscillation and BV regularity of entropy solutions is made for 
the compressible Euler equations. 

1. Introduction. We are concerned with the global stability of entropy solu- 
tions in L00 containing vacuum states for the compressible Euler equations. Vacuum 
(i.e. cavitation) states are important physical states in fluid mechanics and often 
yield certain singularities in the physical systems, which cause essential analytical 
difficulties (cf. [4, 8, 11, 16, 18, 20, 26, 27, 28, 29, 31, 34, 35, 36, 43]). 

In this paper we focus on the stability of rarefaction waves in a broad class of 
entropy solutions in L00 containing the vacuum states for the compressible Euler 
equations for both one-dimensional isentropic and non-isentropic fluids. One of our 
main motivations for such a study is that rarefaction waves are the unique case that 
produces the vacuum late time in the Riemann solutions, when the Riemann initial 
data are away from the vacuum (cf. Courant-Friedrichs [13], Chang-Hsiao [3]). An- 
other motivation is the instability of solutions containing the vacuum states for the 
compressible Navier-Stokes equations (see Hoff-Serre [20]; also Xin [43]), so that it is 
important to understand how well the behavior of entropy solutions with the vacuum 
is for the compressible Euler equations to explore essential differences between the 
Euler equations and the Navier-Stokes equations. 

In Sections 2.1 and 3, we first study the vacuum states and stability of rarefac- 
tion waves in a broad class of entropy solutions in L00 for the system of compressible 
Euler equations for isentropic fluids with a general pressure law. The existence and 
compactness of such entropy solutions with the vacuum have been successfully es- 
tablished for the system with a general pressure law in Chen-LeFloch [11]. Also see 
DiPerna [18], Ding-Chen-Luo [16], Chen [4], Lions-Perthame-Tadtfior [28], and Lions- 
Perthame-Souganidis [29] for poly tropic 7-law fluids. The next natural questions are 
whether rarefaction waves with the vacuum are stable under initial L00 R L1 per- 
turbation, which yields the entropy solutions in L00 in this class, and whether the 
rarefaction waves are attractors of the entropy solutions, that is, whether the entropy 
solutions asymptotically tend to the corresponding rarefaction waves. In Section 3, we 
establish the stability theorem for the rarefaction waves in the broad class of entropy 
solutions in L00 with the vacuum satisfying only one Lax entropy inequality corre- 
sponding to the mechanical energy, a special entropy.   As a corollary, we conclude 
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that such rarefaction waves are global attractors of entropy solutions in L00 with the 
vacuum whose initial data are the L00 fl Ll perturbation of those of the rarefaction 
waves, in which arbitrarily large oscillation is allowed. 

Our approach is based on the normal traces and Gauss-Green formula for diver- 
gence-measure vector fields in L00 (see [5]) and the techniques developed in Chen-Frid 
[6, 7] for the stability of Riemann solutions, in combination with DiPerna's method 
[17] for the uniqueness of Riemann solutions in the class of entropy solutions in BV for 
2x2 strictly hyperbolic systems of conservation laws. One of the new difficulties here 
is that the strict hyperbolicity of the system fails near the vacuum, which yields the 
singularity of the derivatives of entropy functions, especially the mechanical energy, 
and the integrability or boundedness of certain quantities related to the mechanical 
energy must be carefully analyzed near the vacuum, which is naturally ensured in 
the strictly hyperbolic case. Another difficulty is that the entropy solutions under 
consideration are only in L00. 

In Sections 2.2 and 4, we extend our analysis in Sections 2.1 and 3 to the system 
of compressible Euler equations for non-isentropic fluids, which is more complicated. 
The approach for the isentropic Euler equations does not directly apply here since 
the essential dependence of solutions on the physical entropy. The approach for the 
system away from the vacuum as in [6] also fails if one chooses the typical physical 
entropy 5* as an independent theromdynamical variable. This difficulty is overcome 
by choosing an appropriate function of the typical physical entropy 5* as a new 
variable, in combination with the techniques in [6]. We prove that the rarefaction 
waves with the vacuum are also stable in the class of entropy solutions in L00 with 
large oscillation for the system of compressible non-isentropic Euler equations, whose 
initial data are the L00 fl Ll perturbation of the Riemann data, and the rarefaction 
waves are attractors of the entropy solutions in this class, that is, the entropy solutions 
asymptotically tend to the rarefaction waves. 

The instability of solutions containing the vacuum states for the compressible 
Navier-Stokes equations motivates us to examine further a positive lower bound of 
the density in the region under consideration. In Section 5, we present some tech- 
niques to estimate the lower bound of the density for the Navier-Stokes equations for 
multidimensional non-isentropic fluids with spherical symmetry between a sold core 
and a free boundary connected to a surrounding vacuum state. The free boundary 
connects the compressible non-isentropic fluids to the vacuum state with free stress 
and zero heat flux. The fluids are initially assumed to fill with a finite volume, zero 
density at the free boundary, and bounded positive density and temperature between 
the solid core and the initial position of the free boundary. As an illustration, we 
describe these techniques by showing that any smooth C2 solution does not develop 
the vacuum between the solid core and the free boundary, and the free boundary 
expands finitely as time evolves. These techniques have been successfully applied to 
establishing the existence of global solutions and the finiteness of propagation speed 
of the free boundary for such a problem in Chen-Krakta [9]. 

2.  Vacuum States, Rarefaction Waves, and Divergence-Measure Fields. 
In this section we first consider the systems of compressible Euler equations for isen- 
tropic and non-isentropic fluids, respectively, which can be written into the conserva- 
tion form: 

(2.1) dtU + dxF(U) = Q, 
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with initial data 

(2.2) l7|t=o - Uo(x). 

We focus our discussion on the vacuum states and rarefaction waves in the entropy 
solutions of (2.1) to the Riemann problem: 

(2.3) U\t=o = Ro(x) = (    "->    X^' 

and to the Cauchy problem that is an initial L00 fl L1(E) perturbation of (2.3): 

(2.4) UQ{x) = Roix) + Po(a:),        PQ{X) e L00 f] L^R). 

An L00 function U(x,t) is called an entropy solution of (2.1)-(2.2) if U(x,t) sat- 
isfies 

(1). Equation (2.1) and Cauchy data (2.2) in the sense of distributions; 
(2). At least one Lax entropy inequality: 

(2.5) dtrj(U) + dxq(U) < 0    in the sense of distributions, 

corresponding to a convex physical entropy pair (77, q) which satisfies 

V2r]{U) > 0,        Vq(U) = Vrj(U)VF(U). 

See Definitions 3.1 and 4.1. 
We start with the isentropic Euler equations. 

2.1. Isentropic Euler Equations. The system of compressible Euler equations 
for isentropic fluids reads: 

[ ' ) \    ftm + aB(^+p(p))=0, 

where p and m are the density and the mass, respectively, and are in the physical 
region {(p,m) \p > 0, \m\ < Cop} for some Co > 0. The pressure function p(p) is a 
smooth function in p > 0 (nonvacuum states) satisfying 

(2.7) p(p) > 0,    p'(p) > 0,    p"(p) > 0,        when p > 0, 

and 

(2.8) p(0) = 0,    p,(0) = 0,     limipp        \P) =ck>0, fe = 0,l. 
P->O   pW(p) 

For p > 0, v = m/p is the velocity. 
For polytropic 7-law fluids, the pressure function p(p) = kp7, 7 > 1, k > 0, 

clearly satisfies (2.7)-(2.8). 
The eigenvalues of system (2.6) are 

(2.9) \j=m/p + (-iy^7(p),    j = l,2, 
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and the corresponding right-eigenvectors are 

(2.10) r, = «,(,)(!, A,)-,    aM = (-i)i_^^_, 

so that 

(2.11) VAj • rj = 1 (genuinely nonlinear),    j = 1,2. 

The Riemann invariants are 

(2.i2) Wj = !i+{.1^r^Mdai i=1>2. 
P Jo        s 

From (2.8)-(2.9), we have 

A2-A1 =:2v/p7(py-^0,        p^O. 

Therefore, system (2.6) is strictly hyperbolic in the nonvacuum states {(p,v)\p > 
O7 M ^ Co}? and the strict hyperbolicity fails near the vacuum states {(p,m/p) \ p = 
0, \m/p\ < Co}. 

Now we consider the Riemann problem (2.6) and (2.3) for U = (p^rn) with con- 
stants p± > 0 and m± satisfying \m±/p±\ < Co < 00. 

Given a state UQ = (po^mo), we consider possible states U = (p,m) that can be 
connected to state [TQ on the right by a centered rarefaction wave. Consider the self- 
similar solutions (p,m)(€),€ = x/t, of the Riemann problem (2.6) and (2.3). Then we 
have 

dm       dp     ^ x  /       W.N       .     ^ rt 

Hence, from (2.10), 

/^ .^x 9i7      IdU      1    /TT/a:XN       .     , rt (2-13) to=7de=7r^(*))' J = 1'2- 
Therefore, there are two families of centered rarefaction waves corresponding to the 
jth characteristic families, j = 1,2, respectively. 

For the Riemann problem (2.6) and (2.3) satisfying (2.7)-(2.8) and Wj(U+) > 
Wj(U-),j = 1,2, there exists a unique piecewise smooth entropy solution R(x/t) 
containing the vacuum states on the upper half-plane t > 0 and satisfying 

f    wMx/t)) < w1(U+),  w2(R(x/t)) > W2(U-), 

\    w^Rix/t)) - W2(R(x/t)) > 0. 

These Riemann solutions can be constructed as follows. 
If p- > 0 and /?+ = 0, then there exists a unique vc such that 

(2.14) R(x/t) = < 
'    U-,    x/tKX^U-), 

Ri(x/t),    Ai(C/_) <x/t<vc, 

vacuum,    x/t > vc. 
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where Ri (£) is the solution of the boundary value problem 

(2.15) i^(0=ri(^i(0)>    e>Ai(C/-);        R1(X1(U^) = U. 

If p_ = 0 and p+ > 0, then there exists a unique vc such that 
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(2.16) R(x/t) = < 
vacuum,    x/t < vc, 

Riiplt),    vc < x/t < \2(U+), 

U+,        x/t > A2(f/+), 

where R2 (£) is the solution of the boundary value problem 

(2.17) #>(£) = r2(i?2(0),    £<A2(t/+);        R2(X2(U+)) = U+. 

If p± > 0, there are two cases: 
(a). There exist unique vCl,vC2,i;Cl < t;C2, such that the Riemann solution has 

the form: 

'[/_, x/t < Ai([/_), 

JRi(a?/t), Ai(l7_)<a:/*<vCl, 
(2.18) R(x/t) = { vacuum, vCl < x/t < vC2, 

R2(x/t), vC2<x/t<\2{U+), 

U+, x/t>\2{U+), 

where Ri(Q and i?2(0 are the solutions of the boundary value problems (2.15) and 
(2.17), respectively. 

(b). There exists a unique Uc = (pomcjiPc > 0? such that the Riemann solution 
has the form: 

V-, x/tKX^U-), 

Ri(x/t),    A1([/_)<xA<A1(f/c), 
(2.19) R(x/t) = { Uc, X1(UC) < x/t < A2([/c), 

R2{x/t),      \2{Uc)<x/t<\2{U+), 

U+, x/t>\2(U+), 

where Ri(£) and i?2(£) are the solutions of the boundary value problems (2.15) and 
(2.17), respectively. 

For case (a), although the Riemann data are nonvacuum states at t = 0, the vac- 
uum states occur in the Riemann solutions instantaneously as time evolves. Therefore, 
the vacuum states are generic in invicid compressible fluid flow. 

2.2. Non-Isentropic Euler Equations. The system of compressible Euler 
equations for non-isentropic fluids reads: 

(2.20) 

dtp + dxm = 0, 

where E = \ ^ +pe, and p, m,p, e are the density, the mass, the pressure, and the in- 
ternal energy of the fluids, respectively, and are in the physical region {(p, m,p,e)\p> 
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0, \m\ < C0P1P > 0,e > 0} for some Co > 0. The other important physical variables 
are the temperature 0 and the entropy 5*. To close system (2.20), one needs the basic 
thermodynamical principle: 

(2.21) de = 6dS* + ^dp. 
P2 

We then choose (p, 5*) as the basic variables to obtain the constitutive equations of 
state p = p(p, 5*), 6 = 9(p, 5*), and e = e(p, 5*) satisfying 

(2.22) ep(p, S*) = p(p, 5*)/p2, 65*(p, 5*) = ff(p, 5*), flp(p,5*) = ps*(p,5*)/p2, 

from relation (2.21). 
For concreteness, in this section and Section 4, we focus on poly tropic ideal fluids: 

(2.23) p(p5 5*) = Kpie8*!^,    e = C0,    P = Rp^ 

where R and cv are positive constants, and 7=14- R/cy is the adiabatic exponent 
in the natural physical interval 7 G (1,2]. 

The discontinuous solutions of (2.20) must satisfy the Clausius inequality: 

(2.24) dt(pa(S)) + dx(ma(S)) > 0,     a'(£) > 0, 

in the sense of distributions to single out the physical solutions. 
The eigenvalues of system (2.20) are 

(2.25) Ai=m/p+(-l)^ic, j = l,3;    A2 = m/p, 

and the corresponding right-eigenvectors are 

m 1 m2     p + pe T _ (—l)~^_2pc 

and r2 = (l,m/p, m2/(2p2)) so that VA2 • r2 = 0 (linearly degenerate), and 

VAj • r^ = 1 (genuinely nonlinear),    j = 1,3, 

where c = y/pp(p,S*). From (2.23) and (2.25), we have 

(2.26)   ri=aAAi,^i-^ + ^^)T,    ^=L;;oT>J = 1A 

A3 - A2 = A2 - Ai = ^pp(p, 5*) ^0,        p -» 0. 

Therefore, system (2.20) is strictly hyperbolic in the nonvacuum states {(p, v, 5*) | p > 
0}, and the strict hyperbolicity fails near the vacuum states {(p,m/p, 5*) | \m/p\ < 
Co,p-0}. 

Now we consider the Riemann problem (2.20) and (2.3) for U = (p,m,i£) with 
constants p± > 0, m±, and E± satisfying |m±/p±| < Co < 00. 

Given a state UQ = (po^mo^Eo), we consider possible states U = (p,m,E) that 
can be connected to state C/Q on the right by a centered rarefaction wave in the j- 
families, j = 1,3. Consider the self-similar solutions (p,m,#)(£)>£ = x/t, of the 
Riemann problem (2.20) and (2.3). Then we have 

f = Ai(p,m,JB)(0,    j = l,3, 
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and, on the j-family centered rarefaction waves, 

d£ _ IdU _ 1 xx 

dx ~ t dg " trj{ {t' 
(2-27) !^=    ^:=    r.(^(   )),    j==i,3. 

If 51 = 5^, then, for the Riemann problem (2.20), (2.23), and (2.3) satisfying 
wj{U+) > Wj(U-),j — 1,3, there exists a unique piecewise smooth entropy solution 
R(x/t) containing the vacuum states on the upper half-plane t > 0 and satisfying 

f    w1(R(x/t))<w1(U+),  w3{R(x/t))>w3(U-), 

\    w^Rix/t)) - W3{R(x/t)) > 0,  S*{x/t) = S*±, 

where Wj = — 4- (—l)2^- J^ vppy—Ids, j = 1,3. These Riemann solutions are 
identical to those for the isentropic case with the 2-family in the isentropic case 
corresponding to the 3-family in the nonisentropic case for the fixed constant S*. 

If S*_ 7^ S*+, then the Riemann solutions contain an additional contact discon- 
tinuity corresponding to the 2-family, besides the rarefaction waves corresponding to 
the j-families, j = 1,3. 

2.3. Divergence-Measure Vector Fields in L00. We now briefly review the 
definition of normal traces in [5] and some properties of divergence-measure vector 
fields in L00, especially the Gauss-Green formula, which will be used in Sections 3-4. 

DEFINITION 2.1. Let D c M^ be an open set We say F e L
00

(JD;R
JV
) is a 

divergence-measure vector field if 

(2.28) |divF|(D) = sup{ / F.Vtdy \ ^eCg^R), |^)| < 1, 2/G D} < oo, 
JD 

which means that divF is a Radon measure over D. We define VM(D) as the 
space of divergence-measure vector fields over D and, under the norm ||F||X>M = 
\\F\\Loo + |divF|(L>), VM{D) is a Banach space. 

The relation between divergence-measure vector fields and hyperbolic conserva- 
tion laws can be seen via the Lax entropy inequalities. For any L00 entropy solution 
U of (2.1)-(2.2), we deduce from the Lax entropy inequality (2.5) for entropy pair 
(77,(7) of (2.1) and the Schwartz lemma [41] that 

(2.29) div^t)(#([/(#,£)),77([/(£,£)))        is a Radon measure in E x (0,oo), 

which implies (q(U(x,t)),r)(U(x,t))) £ VM(R x (0,oo)). 
One of the main points for divergence-measure vector fields is to understand 

the normal traces on deformable Lipschitz boundaries, since one cannot define the 
trace for each component of a VM field over any Lipschitz boundary in general, as 
opposed to the case of BV vector fields. The notion of normal traces introduced 
in [5] has the advantage of providing essential information about the normal traces 
on certain hypersurfaces from the knowledge of the normal traces in its neighboring 
hypersurfaces, as we will see in Theorem 2.1. This advantage is made possible by 
introducing Lipschitz deformations, which are important not only for the definition 
of normal traces, but also for their applications. Note that a related notion of normal 
traces was also introduced with a different point of view in [2], in which a normal 
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trace was defined as a representation function of a linear functional, in an abstract 
fashion. However, the Gauss-Green formula (2.32) (below) coincides, which means 
that both notions are consistent. 

Let ft be an open subset in RN.   Following [5], we say that 90 is a regular 
deformable Lipschitz boundary provided that the following hold, 
(i) For each UJ £ dfi, there exist r > 0 and a Lipschitz mapping 7 : M^-1 -> M such 

that, upon rotating and relabeling the coordinate axes if necessary, 

ftnQ(a;,r) = {yeRN | 7(2/1,-■• ,2/iv-i) < VN } n Q(u,r), 

where Q(UJ, r) — { y € RN \ \yi - Wi\ < r, i = 1, • • • , N }. We denote by 7 the 
map (2/1,-•• ,2/JV-I) »-> (2/i,--- ,yN-i2l{yi,-' ,2/iV-i)). 

(ii) There exists a map * : dft x [0,1] ->• fi such that ^ is a homeomorphism bi- 
Lipschitz over its image and #(•, 0) = /, where / is the identity map over <9fi. 
Denote dftT = ^(90 x {r}), r G [0,1], and denote Qr the open subset of Cl 
whose boundary is 9ftr. We call ^ a Lipschitz deformation of dft. 

(iii) For a map 7 as in condition (i), and the map ^r of dfl to 9ftr C ft, given by 
*r(c(;) = *(a;,r), limr_^o+ V^r o 7 = V7 in L]0C{B), where 5 denotes the 
largest open set such that ^(B) C 9ft. 

REMARK 2.1. Conditions (i)-(iii) above can be verified even for the star-shaped 
domains and the domains whose boundaries satisfy the cone property. 

Let F G VM{D). Let ft C D be an open set with deformable Lipschitz boundary. 
Then, following [5], there exists T C (0,1) with raeasQO, 1] - T) = 0 such that, for 
every r G T and all <£ G C^M^), 

(divF|QT,^) = /     <j>{u)F{u) 'VT{u)dTiN-1^) - f   F{y)-Vmdy, 

where z/r is the unit outward normal field defined ?^j/v~1-almost everywhere in 9ftr. 

THEOREM 2.2 ([5]). (1). LetF G VM(D) andQ C D be an open set with regular 
deformable Lipschitz boundary.  Then the limit 

(2.30) F • u\dQ = w-    lim    F-Ur,        in .M(9ft), 
r—>0 r€T 

exists when F • i/T are regarded as Radon measures on 9ft through the formula: 

(2.31) <F-i/T,0) = /     ^-'(u^Fiu) ^T(ui)dHN-\d). 

(2).  This definition for F • z/ over 9ft yields the following Gauss-Green formula: 

(2.32) <divF|n, 0) = f   CJ>{UJ)F{U) • v{u) dH^Hcj) - [ F(y) ■ V0(2/) dy 
JdQ Jti 

for any (/> G CQ (R1*), where the formal notation F(u) • v{u) dHN~l (u) = F-v is used 
for the normal trace measure justified in (3) below. 

(3). The normal trace measure F • v has the following properties: 
(i) F -v does not depend on the particular Lipschitz deformation for 9ft and is abso- 

lutely continuous with respect to %       [^Q/ 
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(ii) //9fi C D and |divF|(<9fi) = 0, the density of F • u coincides with the function 
F • v, T-LN-1- a.e. in dQ, whenever ^^(dnnAf) = 0, where M is the null 
set in the definition of the precise representative of F; 

(iii) Denote also F • v the corresponding density.  Then F • v G L00(dfl), and 

(2.33) \\F'v\\LooiQQ)<\\F\\Loo{Q), 

(2.34) F - v = w* - ess lim (F • uT) o *T,        in L00^). 

Furthermore, we have 
THEOREM 2.3 ([5]). Let g e BV n L^iD) and F G VM(D). Then gF G 

VM(D). Moreover, if g is Lipschitz continuous over any compact set in D, then 
div {gF) = #div F + F-Vg. 

For any Riemann solution R(x/t) of (2.1) and (2.3) and any L00 entropy solution 
U of (2.1)-(2.2) satisfying the Lax entropy inequality for a convex entropy pair (77*, #*), 
we follow Dafermos [14, 17] to define 

(2.35) a{U,R) = ri*(U) - 77*(ii) - Vri*{R){U - R), 

(2.36) P{U,R) = q*(U) - q*{R) - VTI*(R)(F{U) - F{R)). 

LEMMA 2.4. Assume that the Riemann solution R(x/t) of (2.1) and (2.3) has 
bounded variation inW^ = E x (0,00).  Then 

(q4U(x,t))^(U(x,t))) eVM(Rl), 

(P(U(x,t),R(x/t)),a(U(x,t),R(x/t))) G PM(K^). 

This can be seen as follows. Define 

Li = dtr)*(U{x,t)) + dxq*(U{x,t)),    d = dta{U{x,t),R{x/t)) + dxp(UXx,t),R(x/t)). 

Since U(x,t) is an entropy solution, /i < 0, and d < 0 in any region in which i? is 
constant, in the sense of distributions. The fact that /JL and d are Radon measures is 
a corollary of the Schwartz lemma [41] and the product rule in Theorem 2.3. 

3.  Stability of Rarefaction Waves for the Isentropic Euler Equations. 
In this section we show the global stability of rarefaction waves in the following class 
of weak entropy solutions of (2.6) and (2.2) containing the vacuum states. 

DEFINITION 3.1. A bounded measurable function U(x,t) = (p(x,t),m(x,t)) is an 
entropy solution of (2.6)-(2.8) and (2.2) mE^; ifU(x,t) satisfies the following, 

(i).  There exists C > 0 such that 

0<p{x,t)<C,        \m(x,t)/p(x,t)\<C. 

(ii). Equations (2.6) and initial data (2.2) are satisfied in the weak sense in M^, 
i.e., for dl<t>e C^(R%), 

rOO      rOO /•CO 

(3.1) /      /     {Udt4>JrF{U)dx4>}dxdt+ I     UQ{x)<t>(x,0)dx = {), 
Jo      J— 00 «/ — 00 

with U = (p,m) and F(U) = (m,m2/p +p(p)). 
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(Hi).  The entropy inequality holds in the sense of distributions in R^., i.e., for any 
nonnegative function (ft G Co(K^), 

rOO      nOO nOO 

(3.2)/      /     (ri*(U)dt<f> + q*(U)dx<l>)dxdt+        ^{Uo){x)(f){x,Q)dx>Q, 
JO      J — oo «/—oo 

where (77*, g*) is the mechanical energy-energy flux pair: 

3.3)  ^{U) = - —+P /   *Vdcr,   q*{U) = - — +m       ^da+-^. 
2  p        J0     a2 2 pz J0     a2 p 

REMARK 3.1. In Definition 3.1, we require that the entropy solutions in L00 

satisfy only one physical entropy inequality, a more broad class than the usual class 
of entropy solutions in L00 that satisfy all weak Lax entropy inequalities. 

REMARK 3.2. For the Cauchy problem (2.6)-(2.7) and (2.2) satisfying 

(3.4) p(p) = Kp'(l + P(p)),     IPMWlZCp1-",    0<A;<4,     as p« 1, 

the existence of global entropy solutions satisfying all weak Lax entropy inequalities has 
been established in Ghen-LeFloch [11]. Also see DiPerna [18], Ding-Chen-Luo [16], 
Chen [4], Lions-Perthame- Tadmor [28], and Lions-Perthame-Souganidis [29] for the 
j-law case. 

THEOREM 3.2. Let R(x/t) be the Riemann solution of (2.6)-(2.8) and (2.3), 
consisting of one or two rarefaction waves, constant states, and possible vacuum states, 
as constructed in §2.1. Let U(x,t) be any entropy solution of (2.6)-(2.8) and (2.2) in 
M^_, defined by Definition 3.1.  Then, for any L > 0, 

(3.5) /        a(U,R)(x,t)dx<  I a(U0,Ro)(x)dx, 
J\x\<L J\x\<L+Mt 

where M > 0 depends only on C > 0 in Definition 3.1 and is independent oft, and 

a(U,R) = (U-R)T (f  X72r)*(R + r(U-R))dA (U - R) > 0, 

if JJ zfi R and both are away from the vacuum. 

In particular, ifUo(x) = RQ(X), then U(x,t) = R(x/t) a.e. 

Proof Without loss of generality, we prove only for the Riemann solution (2.18) 
that consists of two rarefaction waves with the vacuum states as intermediate states. 
The other cases can be shown even simpler. The proof is based on the normal traces 
and Gauss-Green formula in Theorem 2.1 in §2.3 for divergence-measure vector fields 
and the techniques developed in [6, 7, 17] for strictly hyperbolic systems. One of 
the new difficulties here is that the strict hyperbolicity fails near the vacuum, which 
yields the singularity of the derivatives of the mechanical energy near the vacuum, 
and the integrability or boundedness of certain quantities related to the mechanical 
energy must be carefully analyzed near the vacuum, which is naturally ensured in the 
strictly hyperbolic case.  Another difficulty is that the entropy solutions are only in 
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1.   Denote U = (p,m) and R = (p,m).   First we renormalize the mechanical 
energy-energy flux pair (rj*,^), as defined in (2.35)-(2.36), and consider 

V = dtri*(U{x,t))+dxq*(U{x,t))i d = ata{U(x,t),R{x/t))+dxP(U(x,t),R(x/t)). 

Since U(x,t) is an entropy solution, fi < 0, and d < 0 in any region in which R is 
constant, in the sense of distributions. Then Lemma 2.1 implies that // and d are 
Radon measures, and 

(q*(U(x,t)U*(U(x,t))) €VM(^+), 

(t3(U(x,t),R(x/t)),a(U(x,t),R(x/t))) 6 VM{^.). 

Set 

n1={(a;,t)|Ai(^_)<x/t<t;c1, t>0},n2 = {(x,t)\vC2 < x/t < \2(U+), t>0}, 

the rarefaction wave regions of the Riemann solution. Over these regions, 

(3.6) d = dta(U,R) + dxf3(U,R) = n- (dxR)TV2r]4R)QF(U,R), 

where QF(U, R) = F(U)-F{R) - VF(R)(U-R), and we used the fact that V277»VF 
is symmetric. Recall that, for (x,t) e Clj, 

(3.7) ^^ - ^(Rix/t)),        j = l,2. 

Then, by (3.6) and (3.7), for any Borel set E C fy, j = 1,2, we have 

(3.8) d(E) = fjL(E) - [ -rj{R)TV2r]*(R)QF(y,R)(x,t)dxdt. 
JE t 

2. For any L > 0, let U6
Lt denote the region { (z, s) \ \x\ < L + M(t -s),0<6 < 

s < t} and n*(t) = Qj H nij, iljit) = ^ H {(x, 5) | 0 < 5 < *}, j = 1,2, where 

M>Mo = MU,R)/a(U,R)\\Loo{R2+). 

First, by the entropy inequality (3.2), the normal traces and Gauss-Green formula 
(Theorem 2.1) for divergence-measure vector fields, and the convexity of 77* (17) in [/, 
it is standard (cf. [12]) to deduce that any entropy solution defined in Definition 3.1 
assumes its initial data Uo(x) strongly in L}oc: 

(3.9) lim f        \U(x,t) - Uo(x)\dx = 0,    for any K > 0. 

Furthermore, we apply Theorem 2.1 again to conclude 

dm6
fr}= f       a(U(x,t),R(x/t))dx- [ a{U(x,8),R(x/S))dx 

1    '' J\x\<L J\x\<L+M(t-6) 

+ /       (/3,a)-i/dcr, 
Jduf T 
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where v is the unit outward normal field, and a is the boundary measure. Then we 
can choose M > MQ such that Jdus   (0, a) • u da > 0. Therefore, we have 

(3.10) N 

diRtL} > I       a(U(x,t),R(x/t))dx 
J\x\<L 

- [ a(U(x,5),R(x/5))dx. 
\x\<L+M(t-6) 

On the other hand, from (3.8), we have 

2    r       1 
dinfo)} = ninUt)} -J] -rj(R)TV%(R)QF(U,R)(x1s)dxds. 

Since R(x/t) is constant in each component of Ut — {^iW U fl^ W} and /^ < 0, we 
have 

2     r       1 
(3.11) d{Us

tL}<-Y  /       -rj{R)TV2rj^R)QF{U,R)(x,s)dxds. 

3. We now prove that hjix^s) = rj(R)TV27]J:(R)QF(U,R)(x,s), j = 1,2, are 
nonnegative and uniformly bounded in fti(t) U f^W as 5 > 0. A careful direct 
calculation yields 

and 

QF(U,R) = 

Therefore, we have 

'•''<a:'5> = yw+% ("(j " jhM-m-r'mf -«) 20' 
since p(/o) is convex in p > 0. Also, from (2.7)-(2.8), we can see that hj(x, s),j = 1,2, 
are indeed uniformly bounded everywhere even at the vacuum states, which means 
that hj(x,s),j = 1,2, are integrable in ili(t) U Cl2(t) as 5 > 0. 

This fact in combination with (3.10) yields 

(3.12)      /       a(U(x, t),R(x/t)) dx < f a(U(x, 5), R(x/5)) dx. 
J\x\<L J\x\<L+M(t-6) 

Then (3.9) and (3.12) imply (3.5) as 6 -> 0. This completes the proof. 

In the previous proof, the values of the divergence-measure fields 
(l3(U,R),a(U,R))(x,t) on the line segments in the (x,^)-plane should be understood 
in the sense of the normal traces. To recover the classical sense, result (3.5) should 
be stated that (3.5) holds for a.e. t E [0,00). 

As a corollary, we conclude 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let R(x/t) be the Riemann solution of (2.6)-(2.8) and (2.3), 
consisting of one or two rarefaction waves, constant states, and possible vacuum states, 
as constructed in §2.1. Let U(x,t) be any entropy solution of (2.6)-(2.8); (2.2)7 and 
(2.4), defined by Definition 3.1. Then U(x,t) is asymptotically stable under the initial 
perturbation Po(x) € L1 fl L00 in the sense of 

lim   /        a([/(£M)5#(OK = 0,    for any L > 0. 
t^00J\^\<L 

4. Stability of Rarefaction Waves for the Non-Isentropic Euler Equa- 
tions. In this section we show the global stability of rarefaction waves in the following 
class of weak entropy solutions of (2.20)-(2.22) and (2.2) containing the vacuum states, 
even for non-isentropic fluids. 

DEFINITION 4.1. A bounded measurable function U(x, t)= (p(x, t), m(x, t), E(x, t)) 
is an entropy solution of (2.20)-(2.22) and (2.2) in R+, if it satisfies the following, 

(i).  There exists C > 0 such that 

0 < p(x,t) < C,        \m(x,t)/p(x,t)\ < C,        0 < SQ < S*(x,t) < SQ < oo. 

(ii). Equations (2.20) and initial data (2.2) are satisfied in the weak sense in M5j_, 
i.e., for all (j) 6 CQ{ 

pOO      nOO /»00 

(4.1) /      /     {Udt4> + F(U)dx4>} dx dt + /     Uo(x)<p(x, 0)dx = 0, 
Jo      J— oo J—oo 

withU = (p,m,Ey and F(U) = (m, ^+p,m(^+ e+£)). 
(in).  The Clausius inequality holds in the sense of distributions in R+, i.e., for any 

nonnegative function (j) G Co(M2), 

(4.2) 
nOO      nOO rOO 

/      /     (pa(S*)dt<l> + ma(S*)dx<l>)dxdt+        po(x)a(S^(x))4>(x,0)dx < 0, 
«/0      J—oo J— oo 

for any C2 function a(5*) with a'(5*) > 0. 

Choose S = ao(S*) with a'^S*) > 0 for 0 < SJ < 5*  < 5^  < oo, to be 
determined later, such that, for a = a^"1, 

(4.3) 5* = a(5),        a'(S) > 0,    a"(S) > 0, 

for 0 < SJQ = a(SS) < S < a(S^) = So < oo. Then 

(4.4) p(p, 5*) = p(p, a(5)), e(p, 5*) = e(p, a(5)), »(p, 5*) - ^(p,a(5)), 

and, by setting H = pS, the Clausius inequality becomes 

(4.5) dtH + dx(mH/p)>0 

in the sense of distributions. 
We first require ao(S*) to satisfy 

(4.6) 0 < 5o - 50 < 1. 
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Denote W = {p,m,H) and Vc = {W\ 0 < p < C,\m/p\ < C,S0 < S < 5o}. 
Choose (77*, tf*) the mechanical energy-energy flux pair: 

(4.7) r,m(W)=E=l^+pe(p,afi)), 
2  P P 

/.ON /TT7N m/r, N lm3 / /^NN m^'a(f)) (4.8) q*(W) = -{E+p) = -—+me(p,a(-)) + ^-. 
P 2 /)2 p p 

Then the conservation of energy implies dtr)*(W) + (9xg*(PF) = 0 in the sense of 
distributions. 

Since a^S) > 0, one has 

(4.9) dfffi^W) = at(S)e(p,a(S)) > 0. 

We choose a(S) G C2 such that, for W € Vc, 

(4.10) 0»CT>oW(-|L-£), 

which implies the strict convexity of 77* (W) for W G Vc^ 

(4.11) V^*(W)>0,        WGVc- 

THEOREM 4.2. Let R(x/t) be the Riemann solution of (2.20), (2.23), and (2.3) 
consisting of one or two rarefaction waves, constant states, and possible vacuum states 
with S* = S* = const., as constructed in §2.2. Let U(x^t) be any entropy solution of 
(2.20), (2.23), and (2.2) in W+, defined by Definition 4.1, such that 

(4.12) S*0M) >S*. 

Then, for any L > 0, 

(4.13) f       a(W,W)(x,t)dx< [ a(Wo,Wo)(x)dx, 
J\x\<L J\x\<L+Mt 

where M > 0 depends only on Vc, independent of t; and W(x:t) — (p^m^H)(x^t) 
corresponds to the entropy solution U, W(x,t) = (p,m,H)(x/t) corresponds to the 
Riemann solution R(x/t), and 

a(W, W) = (W- W)T ( f  V2ri*(W + r(W - W))dr) (W-W)> 0, 

when W ^ W and both are away from the vacuum. 

In particular, ifUo(x) = RQ{X), then U(x,t) = R(x/t) a.e. 

Proof. Without loss of generality, we prove only for the Riemann solution that 
consists of two rarefaction waves with the vacuum states as intermediate states, as 
constructed in §2.2. The other cases can be shown similarly. Since the essential effect 
of the physical entropy S* for the non-isentropic case, the approach for the isentropic 
Euler equations can not directly work for the non-isentropic case. The approach for 
the system away from the vacuum as in [6] also fails if one chooses the typical physical 
entropy 5* as an independent thermodynamical variable. The main idea to overcome 
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this difficulty is to choose an appropriate function of S* as a new variable and work 
on the state variables W instead of the original variables U, in combination with the 
techniques in §3 and [6]. 

1. First we renormalize the mechanical energy-energy flux pair (77*5(7*) with re- 
spect to W and W (not U and # !) as in (2.35)-(2.36) to have 

(4.15) a(W,W) = 77*(W) - 77*(WO - Vr],(W)(W -W)>0, 

(4.16) I3(W,W) = q.(W) - q*{W) - Vrj^W^FiW) - F(W)), 

where F(W) = (m,m2/p + p,mH/p)T, and we have used (4.11). Then we consider 

(4.17) »=-dHTi*(W(x/t))(dtH + dx{mH/p)){x,t), 

(4.18) d==fta(W(x,t),W(a:/t))+axi9(W(x,0,W(x/t)). 

Since U(x,t) is an entropy solution, (4.5) and (4.9) yield /x < 0 in the sense of distri- 
butions, and, in any region in which W is constant, d = /x < 0. Lemma 2.1 implies 
that // and d are Radon measures, and (P(W(x,t), W(x/t)),a(W(x,t),W(x/t))) G 
PM(E2_). 

Set 

fli = {(x,t)\\1{U-) <x/t<vCl, t>0}, n3 = {(xyt)\vC2 <x/t<\z(U+), t>0}, 

the rarefaction wave regions of the Riemann solution. Over tnese regions, 

(4.19) d = dta{W,W) + dxp(W,W) = /x - (accVF)TV277*(W)QF(Ty, W), 

where q-F(W, VF) = F(W) - F(W) - VF(W)(W - W), and we used the fact that 
V2r7*VF is symmetric. 

2. A careful calculation indicates that, for (x,t) G fij, 

(4.20) ?}&_ = lrj(W(X/t)),        3 = 1,3, 

where 

fjiWix/t)) =aj{l,m/p+ (-l)i*1
V^,S)T,    a,- = (-1)^^^ 

Then, by (4.19) and (4.20), for any Borel set E C fy, j = 1,3, we have 

(4.21) d(E) = /i(E) - / -fj{W)TV2ri,(W)QF{W,W)(x,t)dxdt. 
JE t 

3. For any L > 0, let n^t denote the region { (x, s) \ \x\ < L + M(t - 5), 0 < S < 
s < t} and Slfo) = Clj fl n^t, fij(*) = Qj H {(x,s) | 0 < s < t}J = 1,2, where 

M > Mo = mW,W)/a(W,W)||Loo(R2+). 

First, by (4.1) and (4.11), the normal traces and Gauss-Green formula (Theorem 
2.1) for divergence-measure vector fields, and the convexity of 77* (W) in W, it is also 
standard (cf. [12]) to deduce that W(x,t) assumes its initial data Wo(x) strongly in 
ri   . 
^loc- 

(4.22) lim / \W(x,t) - Wo(x)\dx = 0,    for any K > 0. 
t^0J\x\<K 
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Furthermore, we apply Theorem 2.1 again to conclude 

d{UlL} = [       a(W(x, t), W(x/t)) dx - [ a{W(x, 6), W(x/6)) dx 
J\x\<L J\x\<L+M{t-8) 

+ [       (P,a).vda, 

where z/ is the unit outward normal field. Then we can choose M > MQ such that 

/       (l3,a)>vd<T>0. 

Therefore, we have 

d{n£L} > /       a(W(xyt),W(x/t))dx 
J\x\<L 

- [ a(W(x,6)1W(x/S))dx. 
J\x\<L+M(t-6) 

(4.23) t'lxl-L 

r\x\<L+M(t-6) 

On the other hand, from (4.21), we have 

d{fi$(t)}=/i{n$(*)}- T   I      -rJm
TV2r1,(W)QF{W,W){x,s)dxds. 

j=i,3Jn'W s 

Since R(x/t) is constant in each component of n* — {Qi(t) U ^(f)} and fj, < 0, 
we have 

(4.24)      d{U5
tL}<-Y   [      -rj(W)TV2r)*(W)QF(W,W)(x,s)dxds. 

^3 JnlW s 

4. We now prove that 

hjfas) = fj(W)TV%(W)QF(W, W)(x,8),    j = 1,3, 

are nonnegative and uniformly bounded in Hj (t) U Q3 (t) as s > 0.   By a direct 
calculation, we have 

0 
"m       m\2 (4.25)     QF(W,W)=\p(j-jf+P-P-Pp(P-P)-lP^'(S-S) 

p(j-f)(s-s) 

and 

(4.26)  f,(W)^%(W) = ^(Pp + (-!)*!*& _ £2^, (-D^e, Ml). 

Therefore, we have 

yp 
P  " ' P P    ' *     ' P 

(4.27) ^-(x,*) = _.   70_ Ai(^,^)(a:,g), 2pp 
PPpp+tPp' 
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where 

(4.28) 
,777,        ffl.o       /     -xitl  PaO'      /m        m\(Q       Q\ 

PS/WP     P       P 
Pad + p-p-pP(p-p)-Paa,(S-S)-^r(p-p)(S-S) 

Pad 
P 

= P-P-PP(P- P) -Paa'iS - S) -^(p- P)(S - S) 

_pmip{s-sr+p(^-^)+(-i)^i^(s-s)\ 
4p2Pp \ P     P lNVp J 

>p-p- Pp(p - P) - Paaf(S - S) 

_pjJLip-p){s-s)-pj^p(s-sf. 
P KH VPP 

This means that there exists (p, S) such that 

(4.29) 2bj(W,W)>Q-Q, 

where 

(4.30) 

and 

(4.31) 

+ 2(ppa-^ja,(§)(p-p)(S-§), 

1 (pPla'JS? _ Pla'(S?\ (s _ §? + 21M^) _ PSEM „p _ flp _ 5| 
2 I     P2PP PPP P P 2 \     p-yP yyf    / 

=^_ (pr^pA(S)-PA(S)) (S-S)2 + -\P^1B(S)-P'-1B(S)\\P-P\\S-S\, 
2^c% V / cv 

where A{S) = a'(5)2ea(s)/c» and B{S) = a'(S)ea(s)/c" are increasing functions in 5. 
Since 5 < 5 < S, we have 

Q<^^(A(5)-A(5))(5-5)2 

+ C|S - S\{A{S)\p' - (P-'-PWS - S\ + /^^^(S) - B(S)||p - ?| 

(4-32) +JB(5)|^-1-^-1||p-p|} 

<C|5 - 5|{a'(5)2|^ - p^pWS -S\ + B{^-l\p - p\ 

+ a\S)\p-p\\p>-1-p1-x\}. 

When p < p < p, we obtain 

107-1 _ pT-lj < 0-1(1,37 _ 07| + 07-l|0 _ 0|) < Cp^lp - p\, 

|07 _ 07-l0| < 07-l|p _ 0| + |p7 _ 07| < (07-1 + ^-^p -p\< CJP-^P - P\, 
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which implies from (4.32) that 

.   33) Q ^ Cia'iS)2^-1^ -p\\S- S\2 + a'&p^lp - ^||5 - S\ 

+ a'(SW-2\p-p\2\S-S\}. 

When p < p < p, we use 7 G (1,2] and the mean value theorem to have 

l/rr-i - p^1! = (7 - I)P-
2
\P - P\ < (7 - I)/5

7
-

2
IP - P\, 

\P',-P'1-Ip\<p1-I\p-P\+P\p',-1-Pt-1\ < Cp^\p-pl 

which also implies (4.33) from (4.32). 
On the other hand, we choose a(5) such that 

(4.34) a"{S) >Na'(S)2, 

with 

N > max (sup (-&-a - %\, sup (-I- { (pPa - %) ' -pPP U   - ^ 
Vc   V/^M       ^ /     Vc    \PaPpp   IV P / V 2W 

in which the left-hand side is some constant depending only on 7, cv, and R from 
(2.23). Then (4.10) also holds, and the quadratic part Q is strictly positive definite, 
that is, there exists Co > 0 such that 

(4.35) Q > co{^-2(p - p)2 + a"(S)p>(S - S)2}. 

Conditions (4.6) and (4.34) can be easily satisfied by choosing 

a(5)"ao~ivTlZn|5o~51'    0r   ^o(5*) = 5o-6-^+1^5*-ao\ 

for some constants ao < §.o. So > So, and sufficiently large N > 0. Then a'(5)IS - 
S\ < ]v+i * Therefore, we have 

Q ^{J^P^HP - Pf + a'iSYp^p - p\\S - S\} 

^{P^iP - P? + a"(5)^(5 - 5)2} < -j=Q, 

which implies that Q is controlled by Q for sufficiently large TV > 0, and hence 
A,.(W,W0>0,j = l,3. 

Also, we find that hj(x,s),j = 1,3, are uniformly bounded everywhere even at 
the vacuum states, which means that hj(x,s),j = 1,3, are integrable in fii(£) Uftsit) 
as 5 > 0. 

These facts in combination with (4.23) yield 

(4.36) /      a(W(x,t),W(x/t))dx< [ a(W(x,8),W(x/6))dx. 
J\x\<L J\x\<L+M(t-5) 

Then (4.22) and (4.36) imply (4.13) by taking 5-> 0. This completes the proof. 

From the proof above, especially the proof of Step 4, we can easily deduce the 
following facts. 
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THEOREM 4.3.  Condition (4.12) on S*(x,t) in Theorem 4>1 can be replaced by 

(4.37) IS*(M) -5*| < C*,        for some C* > 0. 

That is, there exists C* > 0 such that, for any entropy solution U(x,t) satisfying 
(4.37); the results of Theorem ^.1 hold. 

REMARK 4.1. Theorem 4-3 allows large oscillation of the variables (p,m) in the 
entropy solutions, although we may require moderate oscillation o/S* (£,£). // the 
oscillation of the entropy solutions U(x,t) and R(x/t) is sufficiently small, that is, 
there exists C* > 0 such that, when 

\w(x,t)-w(x/t)\ <a, 

Theorem 4-1 holds even for all adiabatic exponents 7 > 1. 

REMARK 4.2. Theorem 4-1 can be easily extended to system (2.20) with general 
constitutive relations p = p(p,S*),9 = 9(pJS*), and e = e(p,S*) satisfy (2.21)-(2.22) 
and certain asymptotic properties near the vacuum, by carefully estimating Q and Q 
in Step 4 above. 

For more general Riemann solutions containing a contact discontinuity, one can 
follow the approach in Chen-Frid [6] to prove the stability of the Riemann solutions 
in the class of entropy solutions in BV away from the vacuum. 

As a corollary, we conclude 

THEOREM 4.4. Let R(x/t) be the Riemann solution of (2.20), (2.23), and (2.3), 
consisting of one or two rarefaction waves, constant states, and possible vacuum states, 
as constructed in §2.2.- Let U(x,t) be any entropy solution of (2.20), (2.23), (2.2), 
and (2.4), defined by Definition 4-1, satisfying either (4.12) or (4.37). Then U(x,t) 
is asymptotically stable under the initial perturbation Po(x) € Ll DL00 in the sense of 

lim   /      ■a((p,m,fr)(^,t),(p,m,fl')(O)dC = 0,    for any L > 0. 

5. Vacuum States and the Compressible Navier-Stokes Equations. Fi- 
nally, we discuss the vacuum states for the compressible Navier-Stokes equations and 
present some techniques to obtain a lower bound of the density for a free boundary 
problem of the compressible Navier-Stokes equations that connects the viscous com- 
pressible non-isentropic fluids to a surrounding vacuum state with spherical symmetry 
and initial data of large oscillation. The lower bound of the density is essential for 
the compressible Navier-Stokes equations as pointed out in Hoff-Serre [20]. These 
techniques have been applied to establishing the existence of global solutions and 
the finiteness of propagation speed of the free boundary for the compressible non- 
isentropic Navier-Stokes equations in Chen-Krakta [9]. 

For the one-dimensional compressible Navier-Stokes equations for isentropic fluids 
having density-dependent viscosity with a free boundary connected to a vacuum state, 
and related problems, see recent papers Liu-Xin-Yang [30] and Jiang-Xin-Zhang [22], 
and the earlier references cited therein. Also see Okada [39], Okada-Makino [40], and 
Lions [27] for related references for the isentropic fluids. 
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For the Cauchy problem or the initial-boundary value problem for one-dimensional 
compressible non-isentropic Navier-Stokes equations with constant viscosity, ii po(x) > 
CQ > 0, then p(x, t) > c(t) > 0; see Kazhikov [23] and Kazhikov-Shelukhin [24] for non- 
discontinuous initial data and Chen-Hoff-Trivisa [10] and the references cited therein 
for discontinuous initial data of large oscillation. Also see Jiang [21] for spherically 
symmetric solutions to the compressible non-isentropic Navier-Stokes equations with 
non-discontinuous initial data of large oscillation outside the solid core. For multi- 
dimensional Navier-Stokes equations with small initial data, see Matsumura-Nishida 
[32, 33] for smooth initial data and HofF [19] for discontinuous initial data. 

We are concerned with the compressible non-isentropic fluids between two spher- 
ical boundaries: the fixed boundary is the solid core surface with static zero veloc- 
ity and thermally insulation; and the free boundary connects the compressible non- 
isentropic fluids to a surrounding vacuum state with free stress and zero heat flux. 
The fluids are initially assumed to fill with a finite volume, zero density at the free 
boundary, and bounded positive density and temperature between the solid core and 
the initial position of the free boundary. For physical significance and mathematical 
interests for such free boundaries, we refer to Nishida [37, 38], Antontsev-Kazhikhov- 
Monakhov [1], and the references cited therein. 

The spherical symmetric solutions (p, v, e)(r, £), r = A/X^ -f h x^, for the com- 
pressible Navier-Stokes equations are governed by 

(5.1) 

dtp + dr(pv) + ^pv = o, 

p(dtV + Vdrv) + drp = (A + 2/i) (OrrV + ^drV - ^v) , 

p(dte + vdre) +p{drv + ^v) 

= K (drre + ^dre) + A (drv + ^v)2 + 2/* ((drv)2 + ^v2), 

where we have denoted 
x 

(5.2) p(x,t) = p(r,t),    v(x,t) =v(r1t)-,    e(x,t) = e(r,t). 

Here /?, e, and v = (vi, • • • , vn) are the density, the internal energy, and the velocity, 
respectively; A and p are the constant viscosity coefficients, p > 0, \+2p/n > 0; ft > 0 
is the constant related to the heat conductivity coefficient. We focus on polytropic 
ideal fluids in which the internal energy, the temperature, and the pressure have 
relations (2.23). 

To handle this problem, it is convenient to reduce the problem in the global 
Eulerian space-time coordinates (r, t) to the problem in the local Lagrangian mass- 
time coordinates (#, t) moving with the fluid, via the transformation: 

/r(x,i) rt 
sn~lp(s,t)ds,    or    r(x,t) = r(x, 0) -f /   v(r(a:,r),r)dr. 

It is easy to check that x = J^ sn~1po(s)ds. Without loss of generality, we assume 
/^ sn~1po(s)dx = 1, so that the transformation is from the region {(r,t) 11 < r < 
r(t):0 <t<T} under consideration into the region {(#, t) \ 0 < x < 1,0 < t < T}. 

With this change of coordinates, we can rewrite system (5.1) into the following 
system: 

(5.3) 

dtp=-p2dx(r
n-1v), 

dtv = rn_1<9x<7, 

dte = Kdx {pr2n-2dxe) + ad^^v) - 2^(n - l)dx{r
n-2v2), 
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where a — (A 4- 2ij,)pdx(r
n~1v) — p. 

The initial conditions can be written in the form 

(5.4) (p,v,e)\t=o = (po,vo,eo){x),        0<x<l. 

The free and fixed boundary conditions then are 

(5.5) u(0,t) = 0,     (pdxe)M = (pdxe)(l,t) = 0,    a(l,t) = 0. 

To articulate the assumption that there is no initial cavity with gas residing in 
the bounded region, we assume that there exist a decreasing nonnegative function 
A(x) with A(0) = 0, JQ A~1(x)dx < oo, and a constant Co > 0 such that 

(5.6) CJ"1 A(x) < Po(x) < CoA(x),        x e [0,1]. 

To present the techniques more clearly, we show the following proposition for 
illustration. 

PROPOSITION 5.1. Any C2 solution of problem (5.3)-(5.6) between the solid core 
and the free boundary does not develop the vacuum as time evolves. 

Proof. We divide the description of the techniques into three steps. It suffices to 
prove that the vacuum states are not developed in any finite time interval [0,T]. 
Step 1. Claim: there exists C > 0 depending only on the initial data and T > 0 such 
that 

(5.7) 0 < f E(x,t)dx + [   [  p(rn-ldxe/e)2dxds < C,        t£ [0,T], 
Jo Jo Jo 

where E(x,t) = ±v2{x,t)+R$(l/p(x,t))+$(e{x,t)) >0,with$(u) = u-l-log{u) > 
0. 

For system (5.3), after applying simple algebraic operations of multiplication and 
addition, integrating over [0,1] x [0,£], and applying the boundary conditions (5.5), 
we have 

(5.8) 
0< / E(x,t)dx + K [   [ pir^dxe/efdxds 

Jo Jo Jo 

< f E(x,0)dx+ [  (i?(rn-1^)(l,5)-2/i(n-l)(rn-V)(l,5))^. 
Jo Jo 

To arrive at (5.7), the main point is to estimate the last integral of (5.8). For this 
purpose, we introduce p(t) = i/rn(l,£)/n, and apply the identities 

2p(tyW = (rn-M(M),      ^(PTW - (r"-V)(M), 

and the inequality 2p{t)p'{t) < a(p')2{t) + ^p2{t) with a = 4/x(n - l)/(nR). Then, 
from (5.8), we have 

-C = ~ [ E(x,0)dx< [ p2{s)ds-a2 [ (p,)2(s)ds, 
ti Jo Jo Jo 

which implies 

(5.9) f{p'?{s)ds < C + 2f(Q) +f-2 f (p'f^drds, 
Jo «■ ^o  a   ^o 
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where we have used the inequality p2(t) = (p(0)+f*p'(s)ds)2 < 2p2(0)-\-2t f*(p')2(s)ds. 
Gronwall's inequality for (5.9) yields p2(t) + /0 (p

,)2(s)ds < C, which implies 

(5.10) r(x,t)<r(l,t)<C, [ v2(l,s)ds<C. 
Jo 

This implies the finiteness of propagation speed of the free boundary and yields (5.7) 
from (5.8). 

As a corollary of (5.7) and the convexity of $(z/), there exists C > 0 such that 

(5.11) C'1 < - [  p-tfaQdx < C,        C'1 <- f   e(x,t)dx < C. 
® Jo a Jo 

Hence there exist a(t) G (0,1) and bx(t) G (0,max(x, 1/2)) such that 

C-1 ^P'1^)^) = [ p-1(x,t)dx < C, 

rmax(x,l/2) 

C-1<e-1(bx(t),t)= / e(y,t)dy<a 
Jo 

Step 2. Claim: There exists C > 0 such that 

(5.13) p{x>t)<Cp{x,G). 

The momentum equation can be rewritten into 

1 i? 
-r^dtv = -dxt(logp) - dx(pe). 

^ ' rmax(x,l/2) 

Integrating the identity over the region [a(t),x] x [0,t] if a(^) < x, or [x, a(t)] x [0,£] 
if x < a(t), and then taking exponentials of both sides, we obtain 

where 

Y(t) = exp [yf^l (pe)(a(t),s)ds} , 

B(x, t) = exp I -y^ f  f (r^dtv^y, s)dsdy 1. 

Furthermore, multiplying (5.14) by ^^(z96)^' *)»integrating over [0, t], and factoring 
out the full derivative of the right-hand side, we obtain the following identity 

(5.15) 

-V f\{x,0)e{X,s)Y{s)B{X,s)P4¥4-ds = £^y(WM)^M - 1. 
X + 2fxJ0 

HK     J K     J Jp(a{s),0) p(x,t) Jp(a(t),0) 

It is easy to check 

(5.16) C-1 < B(x,t) < C,        Y(t) > 1. 
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Set Y(t) = y(t)/p(a(t),0). Then identity (5.15) implies 

Y(t)/p(x,t) <C/p(x,0) + C [ e(x,s)Y(s)ds, 
Jo 

which, by integrating it in x G [0,1] and using (5.11), yields 

Y(t) <C + C [ Y{s)ds. 
Jo 

GronwalFs inequality yields 

(5.17) Y{t) < Y{t)p(a(t),t) < Cp(a(t),0) < C. 

Then identity (5.14) implies 

pfa t) < p(x, t) exp | A + 2    /   p(x, s)e(x, s)ds | 

= p(x,0)Y(t)B{x,t)£$^ < Cp(x,0). 
p{a{t),Q) 

Step 3. Claim: There exists C > 0 such that p(x,t) > C,""1p(a:,0). 
Since 

\ JbM)2\/e(y,t) 

2 

6,(0 2y/e(y,t) 

Jo e2(M) Jbx{t) ~ ~' * p(y,t) 

we conclude from (5.13)-(5.15) that 

(5.18) =c' (l + 3^2" / p(a;' 0)'o(a(s), s)e(x' s)?W^^' s)rfsJ 

Jo Jo        e2(y,s) Jb9(8)P(y,8) 
ds. 

We have two cases: 
Case 1.   x < 1/2:  p(l/2,0) < A(l/2) < CA(x) < Cp(x,Q).  Then inequality 

(5.18) implies 

max   pOM)"1 < C + C f C Md*e)2)(v,*)    max   p{yjt)^dSj 
xe[o,i/2fK - J0 J0        e

2(y,s)       ye[o,i/2fK» 

which implies p~1(x,t) < C, for x G [0,1/2], by Gronwall's inequality. 

Case 2. 1/2 < x < 1: p(l/2,0) < A(l/2) < CA(a;) < Cp(x,0). Using (5.11), the 
result of Case 1, and inequality (5.18) yields 

(5.19)     £^<c+cf ['Mfai max efca^.. 
p(a;,t) - Jo Jo e2{y,s)       y£[i/2,i) p(y,t) 
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Gronwall's inequality implies 

a;G[l/2,l) p{x,t) 

which yields the claim with the aid of (5.19). This completes the proof. 

In fact, the solutions of this problem generally develop a singularity near the 
free boundary, so that one can not expect a global C2 solution in general, and the 
proposition above is just for illustration to make the points more clearly. To avoid this 
difficulty, in Chen-Krakta [9], we use the semi-discrete difference scheme to construct 
approximate solutions, and then we apply the techniques we explained above to obtain 
the uniform lower bound for the approximate density, which is essential to obtain other 
essential estimates to conclude the compactness of the approximate solutions and the 
lower bound of the density in the solutions. For more details, see [9]. 
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